Artisan
Fire Bowls

Warmth, Style & Ambiance.
Kindred Fire Bowls bring a heightened level of design and elegance to any
outdoor space. Made from strong, glass-fiber reinforced concrete and hand-

Black Sand

Black Sand

sanded through a four-step finishing process. Each Artisan Fire Bowl renders

Honed

Travertine

Aged Teak

Aged Teak

Honed

Travertine

a true one-of-a-kind creation with subtle variations in color and texture similar
to natural limestone. Fire Bowls ship complete with lava rock and match-lit
components complying with CSA standards for natural gas or liquid propane.
Choose from four colors in either Honed or Travertine finishes.

Industry-Leading
Burners

The Infinite in Aged Teak with a Honed Finish.

Patent-pending burner
system comes complete with

Infinite™

powerful 65,000 BTU burner,
all brass fittings, heavy duty
stainless steel platform and

Oak Barrel

Oak Barrel

Honed

Travertine

10-year limited warranty.

residential and commercial applications, the Infinite

system uses half the fuel of

can change appearance from modern to traditional by

conventional fire rings, yet
brighter appearance.

simple, yet elegant shape will naturally draw attention
for its style and inviting warmth. Perfect for both

Innovative brass burner

produces higher flames and

The Infinite is limitless in its design applications. The

Oyster Shell

Oyster Shell

Honed

Travertine

selecting the textured Travertine finish.
Dimensions: 36.25"Dia × 18.5"H

The Mezzaluna in Oyster Shell with a Honed Finish.

The Marbella in Oak Barrel with a Travertine Finish.

Mezzaluna™

Marbella™

Mezzaluna, which translates to half-moon in Italian,

The Marbella fire bowl captures the essence of

exhibits a low profile at only 15" high with a generous

Romanesque period. Its gently rounded bull nose and

48" circumference. Its perfect symmetry delivers an

elegant foundation are hand-sanded, creating the

elegant simplicity to complement any aesthetic taste.

natural feel and texture of limestone. The Marbella is

Dimensions: 48"Dia × 15"H

perfect for a variety of traditional landscape settings.
Dimensions: 38.25"Dia × 20.375"H

Kulm™
Experience the balance and symmetry
of the elliptical Kulm fire bowl. Elegant
and engaging, the sweeping lines
soften the design while commanding
attention in any environment.
40" l × 20.25"W × 15"H
60" l × 28.75"W × 15"H
The 60" Kulm in Oyster Shell with a Honed Finish.

The Tuya in Black Sand with a Honed Finish.

The Talus in Black Sand with a Honed Finish.

Tuya™

Talus™

Create a memorable outdoor area with high design

The monolithic square design of Talus creates an

and functionality. The versatile Tuya delivers the best

impressive contemporary centerpiece. Equally pleasing

of both worlds incorporating ample table space for

from all angles, this gently sloped circular fire feature

entertaining along an artful circular fire feature.

will draw friends and family together.

Dimensions: 60"L × 36"W × 15"H

Dimensions: 40"Square × 15"H
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Lyra™
Lyra exudes a modern linear design
with a gently sloped fire feature. Sharp
90-degree inset walls add to this
unique monolithic concrete design. The
ideal application for any residential or
commercial outdoor living space.
42"L × 24"W × 15"H
60"L × 24"W × 15"H
The 60" Lyra in Black Sand with a Honed Finish.

Bloc™
Bloc delivers the perfect balance of
simplicity and scale. At only 20" square,

Propane Tank
Enclosure

Bloc provides a surprising amount of

When using liquid propane, select a

warmth. Anchor small seating areas

matching Propane Tank Enclosure to

or highlight outdoor elements with this

discreetly house the tank and create an

handsome fire feature.

elegant end table. Available in all the

Dimensions: 20"Square × 15"H

Kindred Fire Bowl colors and finishes.
Dimensions: 19"D × 19"W × 22.375"H

The Equa in Oyster Shell with a Honed Finish.

Equa™
The subtle curves of the Equa fire bowl form a
pleasing shape ideal for intimate conversation spaces
or a personal retreat. Begin or end your day with a cup
of relaxation, a favorite
book and ample warmth.
Dimensions: 20"Dia × 15"H

The Artisan Fire Bowl
Wood Table Top shown
on the Infinite.

Wood
Table Tops
Extend the use of your
artisan fire bowl with
our customized high
quality Iroko wood table
tops. Available for all
fire bowl designs.

